Mankind is now on the verge of drawing reverently as near as we are likely to come in this life to what the English poet Henry Vaughan may have had intimations of when he wrote, during the century that saw the birth of the optical telescope, “I saw Eternity the other night, like a great ring of pure and endless light.”

JUST when man was figuring on a little peace and quiet up there in a space capsule, or on duty in an orbiting observation satellite, it turns out there is really no peace and quiet anywhere. The universe itself is talking an invisible, hitherto inaudible, blue streak. Man learned to cock his ear for it only yesterday, but this celestial chatter has been crackling away since time began. Till time ends, moreover, current evidence is strong that the supposed absolute silence of interplanetary and intergalactic space will go right on crackling with its as yet only partially decoded message-for-mankind.

For public consumption, at this writing, the word on the whole mysterious phenomenon is fivefold: 1) these relentless voices from outer space are radio waves of enormous power and antiquity which 2) bore in on us from the uttermost reaches of the cosmos and 3) are probably not of living human origin 4) for technical reasons and 5) because in the billions of years it takes these signals to get here, whoever started them coming would be long since dead.

If our fast-moving programs in radio astronomy—as this new science is called
—should unravel a message from the dead, so to speak, it will be once again because we are finally getting a move on in the now familiar U. S. pattern of playing scientific tortoise to the rest of the world's complacent but initially energetic hare. Our mounting Sunday-punch effort to catch up on the meaning of space signals is doubly ironic because the talking universe was discovered by an American in 1932 and thereafter ignored here. Half a dozen other countries, including the Soviet Union, got the jump on us in spades by recognizing the importance of this accidental find and going to work on it at once.

What they did, in effect, was to get a head start on X-raying the universe. They determined among other things the true shape of the Milky Way—something no optical telescope could accomplish. This was possible because, paradoxically, some of the most brilliant celestial bodies we see give off comparatively weak radio waves, while the most powerful sources of radiation are invisible even to the largest optical telescopes. Only the new "radio eye" could see through more solid things to map these mysterious objects, and for the longest while our scientists were just not looking.

Now at last, with that herculean drive which somehow always kind of makes up for earlier foot-dragging, the U. S. is into radio astronomy up to its ear-

mechanisms—many of them veiled by strict security—amplify the capacity of man's senses to receive and record the incoming signals, and of his brain to interpret them.

What are they "seeing" or listening to—these huge latticework metal saucers which resemble and in fact function very much on the same principle as radar? How does the embrace of their shallow-dish receiver manage to bring within man's grasp the modern actual equivalent of that mediaeval legend about "the music of the spheres"? Are these radio signals from the extreme borders of creation detectable only with the aid of costly, outlandish-looking precision equipment?

The radio telescope picks up radiation which man's eyes, designed for the relatively narrow range of light waves, are not sensitive enough to perceive. It translates this "gain" of invisible microwaves into squiggles on a graph or automatically typed number combinations which are most meaningful to trained scientists. Yet you can both hear and see this "background noise" from outer space, as radio engineers call it, on ordinary household equipment.

Set your radio dial between stations, for example, and turn up the volume. Hear that loud hissing, part crackle and part roar? Some of it, including the hum, is in the set itself. But to a large extent you are listening to signals from worlds beyond.

The same is true of the "snow" or pinpoint background flicker on your television screen. On Channel 2, which has the longest TV wave length, some four-fifths of the graining in your picture is a radio barrage from deep in intergalactic space. It comes from huge natural transmitters.

The biggest one, a single-star trans-

mitter called Alpha Herulcis, is 2,400,000,000 miles in diameter, or 25 times the 93-million-mile gap between our earth and the sun. The most powerful, Cygnus A, was identified by radio telescope as recently as 1959. Cygnus A is made up of two galaxies that are sweeping through each other head-on, but are vast enough to keep their respective billions of stars millions of light-years apart. This cosmic "collision" is so far away—270 million light-years—that its signals of a billion billion watts, which you see tonight on TV, were launched while this planet was still a ball of primordial fire.

Anybody who takes even a casual look at radio astronomy owes it to himself to re-examine his ideas about time and distance. Your are dealing here with dimensions so all-fired big that miles as we know them just do not signify. That is why, long before the radio telescope, optical astronomers saved themselves brain-fag and reams of paper by inventing condensed-milk terms like "light-year," cosmic year," and "astronomical unit."

A light-year is the distance light can go at 186,200 miles per second in a calendar year: about 6 trillion miles. A cosmic year is the time it takes our sun to circle the center of our galaxy—the Milky Way—one: 200 million years. An astronomical unit is the aforesaid 93-million-mile stretch between us and the sun.

The need for these fantastic yardsticks was inevitable from the moment when, 350 years ago, the Dutchman Lipperhey and the Italian Galileo devised the first crude optical telescopes. Before then, even with the naked eye, man marveled at the glory of the heavens and gradually made use of it. Nomadic peoples planted, harvested and worshipped by seasons determined from the stars. Ancient nations like the Egyptians pushed celestial observation forward enough to compute a 365-day calendar

and locate structures like the pyramids. Medieval Arab astronomers built on this knowledge to provide the more accurate information about star positions and the earth's dimensions which at least to some degree guided the mind and the ships of Columbus.

Each time Saint Ignatius Loyola gazed on the heavens he found that this earth's clotted clay grew drier for and the earth's measurements which at least to his mind had view of his beloved stars through an optical telescope. Yet, even with the latest of these huge and costly instruments, we are confronted with an irony of man's expanded senses which seemed unassailable till the advent of the radio telescope. For, from Galileo's telescope, like the Navy's 600-footer.

sounds from outer space are recorded on moving graphs, amplified 1000 times.

to the 1948 dedication of Hale Observatory's 200-inch reflecting telescope on Mount Palomar in California—which just recently has been improved to penetrate 2 billion light-years into space—we have been forced to observe the night skies around us with about the same clarity as a fish would enjoy peering surfaceward from the bottom of a deep and stormy sea.

The reason is our atmosphere, a 6,000,000-billion-ton wrapper which enshrouds us more than 100 miles deep. Though this air envelope is itself invisible, its gases and dust combine with meteorological disturbances and light-hyping characteristics to blur up considerably our "optical window" on the universe. Through that narrow "window," therefore, telescopes dependent on light waves can see just so far out into the universe and no further. In many parts of the heavens optical telescopes are blocked also by huge opaque gas clouds called "nebulae" which light waves cannot penetrate.

No such disadvantages hamper the radio telescope. The kind of electromagnetic radiation it is geared to detect goes right through obstacles that stop light waves. Unlike optical telescopes, whose usefulness is limited almost entirely to clear nights, the radio telescope functions 24 hours a day, even in foul weather. Moreover, the "radio window" it looks through is a good 10 times wider than the comparative slot to which light waves confine optical astronomy.

Hence, there are only two things preventing the newborn science of radio astronomy from peering, as it were, "into infinity." They are 1) background "noise" or radiation from the telescope's own electronic equipment and its environment, which drowns out or confuses weaker radio signals from space, and 2) the diameter of its parabolic antenna, or wave-gathering "dish," which like the diameter of the lens of your eye determines how much radiation can be picked up to permit "seeing" for greater distances. Happily, American electronic genius is on the brink of taking both barriers in stride.

This is particularly gratifying as a counterbalance to the inexcusably smug dismissal by American scientists, for more than a decade, of the very idea that radio astronomy could add anything to already existing astronomical data. It was a case of our watchers of the skies feeling they had all the answers, so why bother re-examining the questions?

Not only was it known that all electromagnetic radiation—light waves, radio waves, TV waves, radar emanations—are of the same kind but different in length. It was also well established that everything in creation above a temperature of absolute zero (—459.6°F.) radiates to some degree. Even objects near but not at the complete molecular motionlessness of absolute zero's deep-freeze emit radio waves of enormous variation in length. These invisible radio waves get shorter and shakier as temperature rises. Finally, when the object is hot enough, it gives off light waves and becomes visible.

Sounds from outer space are recorded on moving graphs, amplified 1000 times.

View of the "guts" of the "dish" radio telescope, like the Navy's 600-footer.

Thus, a man in a pitch-dark room is invisible, but with the right equipment you could "see" his radio waves. You could also see the radiation of a cake of ice, because it is nowhere near absolute zero. Sticking a knife-blade into a flame won't do its temper any good, but as it glows red you will witness the knife's invisible radio waves being boosted into light waves.

The sun is our prime example of this phenomenon. As we note and daily live by its invisible radiation, however, we must remember the invisible radio waves which the sun is also giving off and which our eyes cannot detect. So far no radio telescope has been sensitive enough to sift out the sun's radio waves because its light waves are so intense. That will come. Meantime, the radio telescopes we have are doing fine elsewhere in the universe. The much bigger ones we are building may unravel its ultimate secrets.

This is a fantastic achievement when you consider that it has come about practically overnight. Nobody had heard of radio waves a century ago. Then Maxwell, in 1873, framed the theory which Hertz vindicated in his laboratory 15 years later. Man-made radio waves were a scientific fact! From that point the development of radio communication, followed by TV, is a story no less wondrous for being familiar to us all.

But the invisible natural radiation of all created things went unrecorded till a Bell Telephone Laboratory engineer named Karl G. Jansky stumbled on it at the start of the Thirties. Assigned to determine what was garbling transcontinental radiotelephone communications, Jansky built an antenna for this purpose at Holmdel, N. J. During many months of study he noted a steady mysterious hissing in his equipment which he could find no explanation for. At last he was forced to conclude that it came from outer space. But his documented findings, presented at the American Scientific Radio Union convention in Washington in April, 1933, were politely shelved and he himself was transferred to other work. At the time of his discovery, Jansky was 27 years old. He did not live to see the marvels other young men would accomplish with it.

Because of Jansky, we may be in sight of finding out as much as man can hope to know about what actually took place at the moment in which the universe began. This in turn should provide strong clues or better about where it is headed, the mind-torturing enigma of its limits (what could be "outside" it?), and how and when it may end. Radio astronomy will also give us much more accurate data on interplanetary and intergalactic distances—with space travel in the immediate offing, it is no longer enough to

(Continued on page 34)
know the sun’s distance from earth, as we do now, only within 10,000 miles.

Radio astronomy is already in a position to provide worldwide, interference-free radio and TV communication. In developing this application, it has made good use of moon and ionosphere — an electrically charged layer 25 miles up — as relays to bounce its microwave signals off. Recent experiments indicate that once our forthcoming giant radio telescopes reveal enough about what is under its cloudy atmosphere, Venus too may play a part.

So will man-made satellites, spotted in permanent orbit to act as relays when the moon or other heavenly body is not in position.

Neither military nor peace time gains would have been possible, in all likelihood, if during the decade of American inertia radio astronomy had not had as champion a brilliant Chicago radio engineer named Grote Reber. Convinced that Jansky’s find was epochal, Reber vainly needed fellow scientists to do something about it. They pretended he didn’t exist. The self-described “stubborn Dutchman” thereupon built his own dish antennas — now operated by the National Bureau of Standards — and made priceless pioneer observations while children bedeviled his instrument, nosey pilots deafened him by accidentally flying down his invisible beam, and the neighbors muttered about what they thought was an oddball machine for controlling the weather.

Till 1942, Grote Reber was the only radio astronomer in the western hemisphere.

That year the British ran into a 2-day blackout of anti-aircraft radar. At first they thought it was a new Nazi jamming device. When they discovered instead that it was radiation from violent storms on the sun, they were relieved — and secretly excited. They kept their excitement a secret till World War II ended, then stepped up their investigation of extraterrestrial radiation. At first they made do with surplus radars. But the work was too vital.

In 1951, austerity or no, England took the lead at one stroke by erecting the world’s biggest radio telescope, the University of Manchester’s 250-foot-diameter behemoth, in a cow pasture at Jodrell Bank, Australia, Holland, Belgium, and the U.S.S.R., were not far behind. Only the United States lagged.

But not by much. At this writing, although the Russians are said to be building a 350-foot, we are about to steal the show for a long time to come with the Navy’s 600-foot instrument at Sugar
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Grove, Va. This monster, completely steerable like the British one, is scheduled for completion by 1961 at a present estimated cost of $75 million. It is located in Sugar Grove, a mountain village of 250 souls, because after Navy had scoured the nation for 5 years with an electronic caravan, Sugar Grove proved to be the find for minimum man-made and natural radio interference. It also has fewest hurricanes, tornadoes and earthquakes. For these same reasons, the National Science Foundation is building a 140-foot only 30 miles away, at Green Bank, W. Va.

Not to say that this relatively balmy region hasn't any radio interference. Though the Federal Communications Commission has laid down a 1,000-square-mile "radio quiet" zone around both telescopes, and the Federal Aviation Agency is re-routing commercial aircraft and re-locating radio beacons, such delicate instruments could still be thrown out of kilter by a defective neon sign.

The U.S. Naval Research Laboratory, which is in charge at Sugar Grove, has therefore taken precautionary steps against the day when the two great installations, with their staffs, families and suppliers—not to mention tourists—will swell the local population to 5,000 and more. To handle the attendant increased need for electric power, Navy engineers have already set up a program, under special West Virginia legislation, to help farmers, businessmen and homeowners within a 2-mile radius to "adjust, modify and repair" their power equipment to avoid interfering with either of the big radio eyes. That includes everything from switchboards to TV sets, thermostats to electric blankets, X-ray machines to car igniters, radios and electric shavers. The Navy will bury its own telephone and power lines and locate its shops 4 miles away. The Green Bank facility will almost certainly follow suit.

Taxpayers made nervous by seeing the military take over on such a scale can relax, for the most part, because of two kinds of supervision that were in being from the start. First, the Sugar Grove Technical Director is a civilian, 41-year-old James Hugh Trexler, a non-college-graduate electronics genius who, in 1954, was the first man to bounce his voice off the moon. More important, Congress has kept and is keeping a sharp eye on the whole operation. Only last spring House members held additional appropriations hearings to find out, among other things, 1) why the Navy figured to need almost 10 times as much money for its total facility as

(Continued on page 37)
the National Science Foundation would spend for Green Bank, and 2) if the
two instruments didn't pretty much
duplicate each other. For security
reasons on the Navy project there had
to be considerable technical discussion
off the record, but the upshot was that
the taxpayers' watchdogs came away
satisfied. With Foundation testimony
in support, it all added up to the Navy's
legitimately needing the sums asked for,
and there being practically no duplica
tion between the basic research aims of
the Green Bank Telescope and the top-
secret defense goals of Sugar Grove.

Taken together, this pair of advanced-
design telescopes will comprise the larg-
est radio sanctuary on earth. Green
Bank will function as the National Radio
Astronomy Observatory under Associ-
atcd Universities, Inc. (AUI), the same
team of 9 eastern universities which
operates the atomic research facility at
Brookhaven on Long Island. Sugar
Grove will be known as the Navy Re-
search Radio Observatory. Its 600-foot-
diameter aluminum-and-steel reflector
alone will weigh 20,000 tons — more
than one of the Navy's missile-destroy-
ners — and will penetrate a breath-
taking 38 billion light-years into space.
That is 19 times further than Palomar
can peer, or 228,000 billion billion—228,
000,000,000,000,000,000,000 miles.

Since a manned rocketship at escape
velocity—25,000 m.p.h. or say 70 miles
per second—could not reach the nearest
star other than our sun in less than
12,000 years, the workaday citizen is
tempted to say so what? Why all this
expensive reaching so obviously beyond
man's grasp? The answer is in man's
in-satiable thirst to know.

The Navy instrument, when not fo-
cused on purely defense objectives, may
solve the physical riddle of what kind of
universe we inhabit. Is it an "exploding"
model formed by the bursting, 5 or 6
billion years ago, of a single primeval
atom containing all matter, as Abbé
Georges Lemaître theorized in 1931? If
so, the edges of that explosion should
become definable between 5 and 10
billion light-years out — and this the 38-
billion-light-year Sugar Grove telescope
can easily ascertain. But then, what lies
beyond?

Or is the universe a "steady state"
proposition, as more recent sky scholar-
like Britshers Hoyle, Gold and Bondi
maintain? Is new matter constantly be-
ing created to provide a balance for what
gets used up, so that we dwell in a
physical equilibrium without limits? If
fineness of tuning in these new space-
probing devices can determine whether
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CATHOLIC ADS
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all because of the help given her by the Knights of Columbus.

"This time last year," says a Culver, Indiana, woman, "I would never have dreamed of becoming a Catholic. Now I really wish to do so, and all because of one of your advertisements in a magazine I was reading. I had considered myself a good Christian until I started reading your pamphlets. Now I realize how wrong I was."

Ronald M. Teer, publicity chairman of Mater Christi Council No. 3352, Williamstown, New Jersey, calls the Religious Information Bureau, "of ours one of the greatest features of the Knights of Columbus."

Letters received in response to our advertisements are predominantly from people interested in the Faith. Only rarely are any received that attempt to debate the doctrinal claims made in the ads. But now and then one undertakes to criticize for other reasons, such as the woman who sent the following letter.

Dear Sirs:

I have been a good Catholic for many years and am not interested in becoming any other kind. I am writing in protest of the religious advertisements appearing in this publication. Everyone is bombarded with religious information of all kinds daily. 

If you wish to have people interested in the Faith and believe in listen to me. If you want to have people interested in God, send me a religious message. If you wish to have people interested in the Knights of Columbus, send me a religious message

Yours truly,

[Signature]
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Next to be considered of those attributes of Columbus from which he drew constant strength and from which we may draw beneficial example, are his courage and perseverance. The detailed story is too well known to make it necessary to rehearse here the numerous rebuffs he experienced while tempting to interest the various sovereigns of his immediate world in his dreams of exploration. What commands our attention and admiration is the strength which he drew from sources deep within himself that permitted—no, drove him to return again and again, undismayed. Only a man of extraordinary courage could have returned repeatedly to those who, in some cases, indicated a more than slight belief that his mentality was not what it should be and expressed their belief bluntly and vociferously. Only a man of unfathomed perseverance would have ignored the obvious hostility which radiated from some of the most prominent and influential scholars of the day when they did all in their power to discredit both him and his proposed project.

Incorporated in the saga of Columbus the seeker of the truth will find shining examples of many more of those values of which the world of today is in such desperate need and assurance. He will find apparent Columbus's inherent sense of justice, so often abused; his loyalty to, and deep awareness of, his family responsibilities; his almost stark self-discipline which earned for him the plaudits of even his severest critics; his foresight which, in his time, gained for him only the gibes and sneers of those less gifted; and finally, his painfully earned, carefully preserved, but generously communicated, knowledge.

For 77 years, the members of the Knights of Columbus have been aware of the responsibilities which devolve upon them of maintaining an unblemished record of sustaining for posterity the eternal values bequeathed to them by their founders through their choice of Christopher Columbus as their Patron and as their example of a way of life.

It is with this thought in mind that on this 467th anniversary of Christopher Columbus's discovery of our world, I cordially invite you, on behalf of the members of the Knights of Columbus, to join him for your patron. We would share with you those eternal values which we have grown to appreciate and which we know will bring to you a sense of peace, assurance, and achievement in a world where peace and achievement are the reward of those only who are willing to work and sacrifice for them.
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to what the English poet Henry Vaughan may have had intimations of when he wrote, during the century that saw the birth of the optical telescope.

"I saw Eternity the other night
Like a great ring of pure and endless light."

NATIONAL SHRINE
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to an extent never before.

Dominated the north wall is a huge figure of Mary, the Immaculate Queen of the Universe. On the same wall are set smaller figures of great defenders of the Faith.

The two huge figures of the Blessed Virgin—Mary Immaculate on the south wall and the Immaculate Queen of the Universe on the north wall—were the work of the world-famed sculptor, Ivan Mestrovic. They are already thought by some critics to be perhaps the crowning works in the career of the 76-year-old artist, an exile from Yugoslavia. Mestrovic, however, is by no means the only well known religious artist whose work is to be seen on the walls of the Shrine. Others represented there include John Angel, known to millions through his sculpture in St. Patrick's Cathedral, New York; George Snowden, Pietro Montana, Adolph Block, Joseph Fleri, Lee Lawrie, Thomas LoMedico and Ulysses A. Ricci. Altogether, the exterior of the building bears 137 main sculptured items of ornament, as well as scores of inscriptions.

While the Shrine will be substantially complete by the November 20 dedication date, the work of finishing it remains a task for future years. The great beauty of the famous church, however, gives a hint of what is to come. One principal feature of the interior decoration will be complete by November. This is a huge mosaic, which will cover the entire wall of the upper north apse, directly behind the main altar. It will be the largest single mosaic in the world and will depict Christ, the Almighty King, or "Pantocrator," the Greek word for this title. The mosaic is the work of Polish-born artist, John de Rosen.

"A masterpiece of religious architecture..." The words of Pope St. Pius X were first written in a spirit of hopeful optimism and glowing enthusiasm. Now, the great National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception stands as testimony that they are today only a simple statement of fact.
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Knights of Columbus, New Haven, Connecticut

OWN A BUSINESS
Be a Specialist in Booming Industry

Get in on the ground floor of a boom­ ing $700 million a year industry. Fill the need in your area for safe, effec­tive "on location" cleaning of carpets and upholstery. Every house has and needs a "clean up." Own our know-how and establish your own business. No shop needed. Just 2 jobs per day. One of the fastest growing businesses in the world. Start your new business for $100.00. Call today. Write for complete details.

DURANCECO. 9-30X Duranceco Bldg., Deerfield, Ill.

California Missions...

Follow the trail of the pioneering Mission Padres as they estab­ lished the famous California Missions. From San Diego to San Francisco. Color­ fully illustrated. 7" x 10" suitable for fram­ ing.

$1.00 p.p.
STUDIO GIFTS
P.O. Box 1307
Studio City, Calif.